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We take a look at two 
projects that have 
employed concrete to 
serve up outstanding 
and unusual looks 
/ p063

liT COnCRETE

A light-transmitting 
concrete that also 
resists corrosion has 
been used uniquely 
to full effect in a spa’s 
thermal pool / p066

CERAMiCS

Short production 
runs and high-
definition printing  
are giving one British 
company the edge in 
ceramic tiles / p069

wAllPAPERS
 
Mineheart is bringing 
the classic art of 
trompe-l’oeil up to 
date with its unique 
range of wallpapers 
and rugs / p073

nEw PRODUCT

Formica continues  
to change with the 
times, moving into 
the era of texture and 
touch with its new 
product Infiniti / p077

Right Gypsum, used 
for thousands of years, 
takes on a new form at 
Herzog & de Meuron’s 
Elbphilharmonie in 
Hamburg. Acoustician 
Yasuhisa Toyota used 
10,000 individually 
shaped fibre panels to 
ensure targeted sound 
dsitibution

ChARACTERfUl

After hundreds of 
years as the keystone 
to building, functional 
not beautiful concrete 
is changing its 
character / p058



the traditional material based on Portland cement. It 
softens when heated and hardens when cooled so that 
within concrete it is temperature and pressure sensitive 
and could also help create one of the new generation of 
smart materials. These include electrically conductive 
concrete made by adding materials such as steel fibres and 
carbon black to traditional cement. They are used for 
applications such as indoor heating, health monitoring, 
and electromagnetic shielding.

Researchers  at the Technical University of Munich 
(TUM) are finding ways to 3D-print intricate concrete 
structures. They have been experimenting with additive 
processes to make tiny pipes that biomimick bird bones 
but by mid to late 2018 it hopes to have a machine capable 
of making concrete parts with volumes of up to 10 cu m. 
‘That’s enough to create freely shaped, storey-high 
components,’ says TUM’s Dr Klaudius Henke. 

The TUM team has also created an extrusion system for 
processing lightweight wood-concrete which is as resilient 
and as good at insulating as conventional gas-aerated 
concrete and is also easy to saw, mill and drill. It has a 
rough surface texture: the strands that make up the wall 
are readily visible. ‘This structure can be used as a design 
element or can be post-processed,’ says Henke.

Cement-bonded wood products have been around for 
more than 100 years but they were only used for non-load-

bearing purposes, such as insulation. Researchers at the 
School of Engineering and Architecture of Fribourg, 
Switzerland, though, have been trying out concrete blends 
that include up to 50 per cent sawdust instead of gravel 
and sand. These can be formed into slabs or walls capable 
of bearing large weights, show good flame retardance and 
act as thermal insulation, but ‘they weigh at most half of 
what normal concrete weighs – the lightest of them even 
float,’ says Daia Zwicky, head of the Institute for Building 
and Environmental Technologies at Fribourg. At the end  
of a building or interior’s life, it could also be burned to 
give back some of its embedded energy, he notes.

left BFDO Architects in New 
York used polished concrete 
and Caesarstone lit with 
hidden LEDs in this retail 
space for the Dermalogica 
skincare brand

Below Atelier Barda 
used concrete to create 
a deliberately raw aesthetic 
when it renovated the 
Montreal headquarters 
of fashion curator Ssense
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nERi&hU DESign and Research Office designed the HUB 
mixed-use development in Hongqiao District of Shanghai 
for Shui On Land, with the Performance and Exhibition 
Center at its heart. Using a large-scale mash-up of surface 
materials, the performance centre’s interior is conceived 
as a solid rock out into which programmatic elements  
are inserted. Spaces are carved out and programmatic 

elements are inserted into the sandstone, such as bars in 
form of wooden houses; halls of mirrors in black-glazed 
tiles; bronze elevator cabs and private rooms dressed in 
hand-painted tiles. A floating canopy of wood sticks 
hovering over the three-story atrium transforms the space 
into a forest. Gallery openings are wrapped in interlocking 
solid sandstone and light walnut balustrades.

Bigging 
it up
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ThE vERy iDEA of solid concrete continues to be challenged 
– or cheated – by means such as incorporating fibre optics 
into the material to make it translucent. Light transmitting 
concrete that also resists corrosion has been used to create 
a first-of-its-kind, self-illuminating and colour-changing 
shell for a thermal baths in the Bavarian city of Bad 
Staffelstein. Krieger Architekten Ingenieure renewed a  
170 sq m pool at the Obermaintherme with underwater-
jets, a waterfall and a channel as a connection to an 
existing outside pool. As part of the project, architect Sonja 
Baumeister designed a cave for the pool with a galvanised 
steel frame clad with 20 sq m of light-transmitting Lucem 
concrete to create a stylised salt crystal. Within its double-
wall construction some two million embedded optics carry 
light from programmable LEDs. The result is a structure  
of panels that appear to transform from heavy natural 
stone to a surface that is light in both senses. 

The design process was complex and included 
Ingenieurgesellschaft Lievens und Partner CAD modelling 
the anodised aluminium mesh for the LED lighting. 
Transparent polycarbonate spacers 2cm thick were inserted 
between the steel frame and the light transmitting concrete 
panels to minimise the shadow of the frame. The concrete 
can be lit with single or gradients of colour that can change 
to music. Although the structure measures just 7m x 5m 
the finished 3D model generated nearly 600 drawings for 
parts and production details and 130 assembly drawings.

The water in the giant Obermaintherme pool wells up 
from 1,600m below ground at Bavaria’s hottest and saltiest 
natural source; at 3.5 per cent its salinity matches that of 
seawater. Corrosion was prevented by means including 
filling the LED modules with epoxy resin and all the joints 
with flexible natural stone silicone.

liT COnCRETE

Chameleon 
concrete 
that glows 
in the dark

Salt 
solution
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This image Light-transmitting 
Lucem concrete is used  

in a ‘cave’ created by 
architect Sonja Baumeister 

for thermal baths in  
Bad Staffelstein, Germnay 
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